Scotsman’s ice machine features make
having a safe and healthy environment effortless

PRODIGY PLUS

MODULAR ICE MACHINES
Scotsman’s Prodigy Plus Modular Ice
Machines include a wide array of
sanitation and maintenance features to
keep your operation running smoothly.

AUTOALERT
INDICATOR LIGHTS
Easily visible LED lights
provide key information
without the need to
touch / remove panels.

ANTIMICROBIAL
PROTECTION
Built-in AgION ®
components help inhibit
the growth of microbes,
bacteria, mold and algae.

ONE-TOUCH
CLEANING
Our Prodigy Plus Cuber
one-touch cleaning system
makes preventative
maintenance simple and
efficient.

FRONT-LOCATED
AIR FILTER
Ensures visibility and ease
of cleaning. Allows
breathability for maximum
energy efficiency.

For unit specifications and other brand information, scan the QR
code to visit the Scotsman website.

MERIDIAN® TOUCH-FREE

ICE & WATER DISPENSERS
Scotsman’s Meridian ® Series sports a sealed
refrigeration system which minimizes outside
airborne contamination. Its fully removable bin,
spouts, air filter, sink and grill allow for easy
cleaning and maintenance.

TOUCH-FREE
DISPENSING
Touch-free, infrared
dispensing of ice and
water minimizes
contamination.

ANTIMICROBIAL
PROTECTION
Built-in AgION ®
components help
inhibit the growth of
microbes, bacteria,
mold and algae.

ENHANCED
PERFORMANCE

XSAFE ™

Continuously assists with
production of safe, clean
and high quality ice.

SANITATION SYSTEM
The Scotsman XSafe™ device is an
optional sanitation system that is
integrated on the top of your ice
machine. XSafe™ circulates cold oxygen
plasma inside of the machine to help
sanitize the air and surrounding
surfaces. Operating automatically, this
sanitation system runs all day long to
ensure your equipment is clean and safe.

WORRY-FREE
OPERATION
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Reduced cleaning costs as
XSafe™ defends against
viruses, bacteria and
other microorganisms.
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